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He gathers all the boys in the name of a hunting group. We can see clearly here that there is a sense of
democracy, any boy who wishes to speak will be given the chance to do so. Another topic in Golding's Lord of
the Flies is the battle of good vs. Ralph knows that the main reason for the disorder on the island is Jack, the
antagonist and representation of evil in the novel. But this knowledge also enables him to cast down the Lord
of the Flies at the end of the novel. Character 9 The Naval Officer The naval officer is the only adult in the
novel. Their resemblance is so close that they sometimes think and speak together. You may also like. Ralph
is not scared of the truth. For example, he was the only boy who believed that his father would find him and
they would eventually be rescued. This demonstrates his civilized character by proving he always tried to do
the right thing. He is one of the best hunters. Piggy Piggy is the fat boy who is the brunt of all the jokes and
teasing in the novel. He was a skinny vivid little boy whose hair, black as night and coarse, hung down
straight over his face Oldsey and Weintraub  The human mind is comprised of the conscious, preconscious,
and unconscious. He represents the spiritual aspect of the boys with rational thinking of Piggy. The number of
character determines the complexity of the story. Even though alive, many are in fits of fear and panic, and
others are in shock. He cannot even see to dodge the large boulder that kills him. In William Golding 's novel
Lord of the Flies, we find ourselves among a group of young schoolboys stranded on an island, without a
proper leader or social order. Character 2 Piggy Despite his hefty body, awkward posture and physical
deformity, Piggy is the only sane voice among the boys. This particular quote paraphrases the unexpected
behaviors that the characters model. Character 7 Maurice Maurice is a tall and sturdy young boy. During the
crisis caused by the sight of the dead paratrooper on the mountain, Ralph is able to proceed with both sense
and caution. He is one of the important characters due to his innocent acts of repeating his own name and
recalling his home. This makes Ralph interesting as he is clearly the authority figure and he is clearly in
charge at this point. They make up most of the story along with the setting , plot , and situations. But they
quickly turn their freedom into a nightmare, reverting from civilized to primitive; in the process they become
savages and two boys are killed. With reference to the text show how the writer made the character interesting.
These two energies are sex â€” the pleasure principle and aggression. The guilt that Ralph experiences as an
outcome of his being a part of Simon's death is unbearable. In the novel a group of boys become stranded on a
desert island and must fight to survive. He synthesizes and applies Piggy 's intellectualism, and he recognizes
the false fears and superstitions as barriers to their survival. Earlier in the novel he throws stones at the littluns,
but doesn't aim to hurt as he is still under the control of civilized laws. Ralph is there to show us what could
happen when savagery takes over from civility. His eagerness to spread violence ends when the naval officer
arrives and saves Ralph from his hunting party. It would seem he appears almost devil-like, especially when
he hides behind the mask of war paint. He is the one who suggests the beast is actually the dead pilot but fails
to express the same in clear words. He dreams about a rescue and insists the signal fire burn at all times so that
they can be seen. He represents the base and bestial nature of human beings. Other older boys comfort him.
Ralph must do many things for his own survival and the survival of the other boys on the island. Armed with
the truth, like Simon before him, he becomes the hunted animal, full of desperation and despair.


